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I want to search for words in this list. A: I had a very similar problem with a larg list of strings. What I
would do is this: Let me call my file myfile.txt First, I would check if my file exists, if it does and

myfile.txt has the text in it then I would simply search for the string(s) you have there in the file.
However, if not, then you need to export the file to a temporary one. This is done by: rm myfile.txt cp

myfile.txt myfile.txt.temp Then, the last part is the most important. open a new notepad, type the
words(s) you need to search for and copy-paste the whole list, just like this: ','Search Me ','etc' ','etc'
','etc' Now, this is the important part. You need to change the first word, just type the following and
hit enter: sed -i -e's/Search Me//g' myfile.txt.temp This first search for every searchword, replace it

with an empty space, then remove the empty spaces and paste it to the tempfile. Note: it might not
work exactly this way, you might need to change something to make it work. Now, I checked my file

by looking at the lines: tail myfile.txt.temp I got lines like: d,a,w,r,l,e,c,t The last line is the part I
added and it is the only one that gives me what I want. In this file, I have a list of letters, where each

letter is a word that I want to search for, then "etc" is just what I added, in the end, it can be
whatever word you want to search for. Now, if you want to search for all the words in the list it is
simple, like so: sed -i -e's/Search Me//g' myfile.txt.temp A: You can't do it directly in Word. The

solution is to use a programming language. For a small amount of words, you can do it by hand. The
following code will do it for a file with 10k strings. If you only want the first one it is as simple as

omitting the LIMIT d0c515b9f4
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